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1) unid. expedition - all scenic views
LS hunters in boat on lake, snow covered mountains in b/g
<some decomp>
LS boat with three men through river with ice pack with
mountains in b/g
MS same
MS boat towards camera, high snow covered mountains in
b/g
LS men climbing up ice mountains with ice picks
MS men on mountains
MS men climbing down ropes
MS men drinking water from stream in mountains
POV from ship - thick fog on ocean
POV from boat on river with various views of ice/snow covered
mountains in b/g

(N) Polar: Arctic Expeditions ca. 1920
[tint]

955-2-1
17:10:02 1) Amundsen and Ellsworth expedition to the Arctic/North pole
(S) Polar: Arctic (probably 1926)
Expeditions MS men digging tents out of snow
Amundsen &
MS men pulling sled
Ellsworth -2view over base camp? with radio towers
MS ship moored at ice -“Ellsworth Expedition” on side of ship
MS man with two seals
LS two men on tractor driving across snow
MS man in small row boat in icy water
MS five men pulling barrel through deep snow
LS airplane on snow, men rolling barrel toward airplane
MCU man pumping gas from barrel into airplane
LS and MSs men working on airplane
17:15:58
map of intended flight route from P. Barrow to North Pole
to Thule (Norway)
sailing ship in ice pack
LS man with geological instruments (compass and others)
MCU instrument
CUs of two members of the expedition
LS boats in harbor
group of men waving to camera (villagers saying goodbye to expeditioners?)
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MS men in navy uniforms posing for camera
“Left To Right - Ohmahl, Dietrichsen, Ellsworth, Amundsen, Riiser-Larsen,
And Feucht”
MCUs men posing for camera
“Amundsen And Lincoln Ellsworth, The Only American In The Party”
CU two men
“They Looked At The N.25 which Brought Them Back To Safety When
Death Seemed Nigh”
Amundsen and Ellsworth looking at seaplane
“Riiser-Larsen And Dietrichsen, The Pilots, And Their Wives, Who
Had Given Them Up For Lost”
the two men with their wives posing for camera
[Kinograms]
MS man climbing through snow
MS men shoveling in snow (getting snow for water supply?)
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